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                                  The RBI and the Government are making several efforts to reduce the use of 

cash in the economy by promoting the digital/payment devices including prepaid instruments and 

cards. RBI's effort to encourage these new varieties of payment and settlement facilit ies aims to 

achieve the goal of a 'less cash' society. With limited cash in hand and an indefinite crunch in 

sight, most people are rushing to cashless transactions. Digital transactions bring in better 

transparency, scalability and accountability. The new move will compel more merchants to accept 

digital money. Cash may no longer be king. Introduction Cashless Transaction Economy The RBI 

and the Government are making several efforts to reduce the use of cash in the economy by 

promoting the digital/payment devices including prepaid instruments and cards. RBI's effort to 

encourage these new varieties of payment and settlement facilities aims to achieve the goal of a 

'less cash' society. Here, the term less cash society and cashless transaction economy indicate the 

same thing of reducing cash transactions and settlement rather doing transactions digitally. 

Cashless transaction economy doesn't mean shortage of cash rather it indicates a culture of people 

settling transactions digitally. In a modern economy, money moves electronically. Hence the 

spread of digital payment culture along with the expansion of infrastructure facilities is needed to 

achieve the goal. On November 8th, government withdrawn Rs 500 and Rs 1000 notes-two highest 

denominations in circulation. Main objectives were to fight counterfeit money and black money. 

The action has given tremendous boost to cashless transactions as card based and  

digital payments were not hindered when all high denomination cash transactions suffered because 

of absence of high denomination currencies.  

With reference to the above the NSS unit of CMRTC conducted Essay Writing on “CASHLESS 

TRANCTION” on 08-02-2017 at CMR Technical Campus. 

 

  

 

 

 

 


